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Featured Application: Robotic device control and Human movement studying.
Abstract: Revealing human internal control mechanisms during environmental interaction remains
paramount and helpful in solving issues related to human-robot interaction. Muscle reflexes, which can
directly and rapidly modify the dynamic behavior of joints, are the fundamental control loops of the
Central Nervous System. This study investigates the calf muscle reflex control in the “ankle strategy”
for human push-recovery movement. A time-increasing searching method is proposed to evaluate
the feasibility of the reflex model in terms of predicting real muscle activations. Constraints with
physiological implications are imposed to find the appropriate reflex gains. The experimental results
show that the reflex model fits over 90% of the forepart of muscle activation. With the increasing of
time, the Variance Accounted For (VAF) values drop to below 80% and reflex gains lose the physiology
meaning. By dividing the muscle activation into two parts, the reflex formula is still workable for
the rest part, with different gains and lower VAF values. This result may indicate that reflex control
could more likely dominate the forepart of the push-recovery motion and an analogous control
mechanism is still feasible for the rest of the motion part, with different gains. The proposed method
provides an alternative way to obtain the human internal control mechanism desired for human-robot
interaction task.
Keywords: muscle reflex; upright standing push-recovery; human-robot interaction; ankle joint
1. Introduction
Human-robot interaction, especially physical interaction, has recently drawn great and increasing
attention [1]. Many wearable ankle joint robotic devices and control methods have been developed to
enhance human locomotion ability [2,3]. For robot-assisted implementation, it is suggested that robot
devices should not override human control, but rather involve the user in the control [4]. One key
challenge is that traditional path and trajectory planning for robots may be unfeasible, since it is
difficult for robots to know the human motion beforehand. Revealing the human internal control
mechanism facing the physical interaction task shows an alternative way to provide a reference for
robotic control system design [5].
Joint-level response to physical interaction with humans is unique to present-day robotic systems,
in which central control and stiff joint are widely adopted. Despite having achieved great breakthroughs
in whole-body control of robots in different tasks, it depends heavily on high-accuracy sensation,
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and is computationally expensive, resulting in robot multiple-joint control remaining difficult and
challenging [6]. The human joint is not completely governed by the brain, and is not as stiff as those
of most robots. There are local self-responses in joints to external disturbances, especially in the case
of sudden situations. Investigating the joint-level properties of humans is not only physiologically
meaningful, but also beneficial to the establishment of highly efficient robotic systems.
Muscle reflexes, which enhance the active response of muscles to disturbances, influence dynamic
muscle properties and contribute to muscle tension adjustment, are located on the fundamental lower
layer of the Human Central Nervous System [7]. The shortest control loop makes muscle reflexes
the first active response to unexpected external disturbance. Some researchers deem reflexes to be
essential to many everyday human activities, such as quiet standing [8]. Modulating ankle extensors
may be affected by body sway velocity during quiet standing [9], indicating that body velocity is
one of the most important inputs in reflex control loops. Under strong disturbances, feed-forward
mechanisms modified by the cortex may be involved [10]. The experimental environment has to be
strictly controlled in order to focus on muscle reflexes as much as possible [11].
Investigating the control model of human muscle reflexes can provide insights into the fundamental
principles governing human locomotion. The muscle spindle is sensitive to change in muscle fiber length,
as well as the rate of the change. When the muscle is stretched, the spindle first generates bio-electrical
signals, which are transmitted to the spinal cord. Afterwards, the spinal cord produces feedback
signals to activate muscle fibers, so that the muscle fibers contract against the stretch. A proportional
and derivative (PD) model is usually used to represent this process [12]. Prochazka et al. [13] suggest
that a positive force feedback needs to be considered. Combined with interneuron delay and muscle
biomechanical properties, the positive force feedback loop can provide stable force compensation [14].
One of the challenges in the investigation of muscle reflex is to evaluate the feasibility of the
proposed model. As the output of the muscle reflex loop, electromyography signals (EMG) provides a
convenient means of model evaluation. Surface EMG (sEMG) is a noninvasive technology that is widely
used in the clinic [15–17] and in engineering study [18–21]. As sEMG signals are sensitive to noises,
they are merely used as monitor signals in some studies [12]. Also, sEMG signals can be implemented to
predict muscle tendon force [22] or control robotic devices [23], as long as they are properly processed,
usually transformed to muscle activation level. Furthermore, a musculoskeletal model [24–26] is often
integrated with sEMG signals to obtain accurate prediction results. The calculated muscle activation
is usually used to evaluate the feasibility of the proposed model. Lockhart and Ting [27] propose a
second-order feedback model to interpret muscle activation patterns with respect to a sudden loss of
balance in cats. Interestingly, the mathematical form of the second-order model proposed by Lockhart
and Ting is the same as the summation of the stretch reflex and positive force feedback models [14].
Also, the variables in the model proposed by Lockhart and Ting include the acceleration, velocity and
position of Center of Mass (CoM). The corresponding results proposed by Ting seem to be more like a
higher control strategy, while the muscle reflex studied in this paper is a local response mechanism.
Apart from the potential advantage of investigating muscle reflex, as noted above,
the implementation of muscle reflex can also suggest some valuable clues for solving human-robot
interaction problems. Geyer and Herr [28] proposed some simplified muscle reflex pathways to
establish a human walking controller under a MATLAB simulation environment. Distinct from the
feed-forward gait generation method, which mainly depends on the estimation of CoM and CoP,
only muscle reflexes presented by Geyer and Herr (feedbacks from proprioception of different joints
and positive force self-excitation) are implemented to generate the locomotion pattern. By using
optimized parameters, the walking controller proposed by Geyer and Herr has shown the potential to
achieve human-like walking and self-stability against disturbances in a simulation study. Thatte and
Geyer [29], in the following study, applied a similar neuromuscular model with muscle reflex control
on leg prostheses, to fulfill balance recovery. This muscle reflex-based controller is also capable of
controlling a bipedal robot [30].
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The human ankle joint contacts the ground directly and plays an important role in upright
standing. A simple spring-like model was assumed by Winter et al. [31] for ankle muscle control
during quiet standing. In their model, the human body was presumed to be an inverted pendulum (IP),
swaying around the ankle joint. The ankle joint acted like a torsional spring to maintain body quiet
standing balance. This type of spring-like behavior was considered to be due to the controlling results
from Central Nervous System (CNS). To investigate the internal quiet standing control mechanism,
based on a similar IP model to that suggested by Winter, Masani et al. [32] applied a PD controller to
yield the preceding motor commands. However, there are few studies evaluating the reflex mechanism
in dynamic push-recovery upright standing, in which a disturbance is imposed.
Although many ankle joint robots have been designed to enhance human locomotion ability,
little attention has been paid to assisting upright standing balance with ankle joint exoskeletons [33].
To achieve this goal, understanding the human ankle joint-level internal control mechanisms such
as reflex control under push-recovery situations is important. Although a considerable amount of
effort has been made in investigating upright standing, much of the research has been focused on the
role of central control, i.e., examining the relation between CoM and human response. Further details
from the point of view of the joint level are still needed to provide more direct guidelines for robot
controller design. This paper evaluates the local reflex response of calf muscles and the corresponding
ankle joint torque production during upright standing feet-in-place push-recovery. The aim of this
study is twofold: (a) to investigating the human ankle joint reflex control mechanism facing sudden
limited external disturbance, (b) to provide a fast method of using sEMG signals to calculate reflex
control parameters and ankle joint torque. To explore reflex control, a time-increasing search method is
applied to find a feasible time interval for reflex control. A two-piecewise response is revealed by the
experimental results, and different gains seem to be adopted by subjects in the two-piecewise intervals.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The muscle reflex, musculoskeletal system
modeling and experimental setup are stated in Section 2. The experimental results are shown in
Section 3. Section 4 ends this paper by the analysis and discussion of the experimental results, as well
as showing several related issues.
2. Materials and Methods
Upright standing push-recovery is depicted in a general way in Figure 1. The single IP model is
usually adopted to describe the body dynamics. However, a multi-joint IP model is more applicable,
as human joints are flexible when in a natural upright standing posture [34,35]. Thus, the body is
not specifically assumed to be a single IP in this paper. Here, it is important to note that no matter
which model is adopted, ankle joint torque is provided by the calf muscle. When subjected to external
disturbance, the human body leans forward and loses its balance. In such cases, sensed by muscle
sensory organs, the calf muscles are stretched and evoke a reflex response, so that resistant tendon
force (Fm) can be produced to resist the external disturbance and balance the human body. As the reflex
loop is short and fast, ankle joint torque is promptly provided to maintain the body’s upright balance.
Based on the work of Fitzpatrick [36], the ankle joint neural-muscular control model is visualized
in Figure 2, where a and τankle denote the muscle activation level and ankle joint torque, respectively.
Disturbance stands for the external force exerted on the subject’s back. The musculoskeletal model
includes a Hill-type muscular model and the muscle-skeleton anatomy structure. Information on the
muscle movement arm (r) can be obtained from the anatomy structure. ‘Time lag’ contains the reflex
pathway and the muscle dynamic time lag. The ‘motor command’ comes from the high level of the
nervous system. As displayed in Figure 2, this study divides the ankle joint neural-muscular control
model into two parts, that is, the reflex control part (from 1 to 2) and the ankle joint torque generation
part (from 2 to 3). The reflex control part not only describes the way that the muscle activation is
controlled by the muscle reflex, but also calculates the reflex gains. The ankle joint torque generation
part depicts the manner in which muscle activation controls ankle joint torque and aims to figure out
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the relationship between muscle activation and ankle joint torque. Here, it is notable that muscle
activation connects the aforementioned two parts.
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Figure 2. Ankle joint neural-muscular control model. Muscle fiber parameters LCE and VCE are 
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where p and d are, respectively, the gains for muscle spindle length change and the rate of the 
change in length. LCE0 indicates the optimal fiber length. a0 denotes the initial activation level. LCE is 
the current fiber length. VCE is the current rate of change of the fiber length, obtained from the first 
differentiation of LCE–LCE0. t0 represents the combined time delay caused by neural transmission and 
muscle electromechanical delays. 
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part); θ is the ankle joint angle; the clockwise direction is defined as positive; CoP is the point of center
of pressure; GRFz is the z-axis ground reaction force; Fm is the calf muscle force.
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Figure 2. Ankle joint neural-muscular control model. uscle fiber parameters LCE and VCE are
converted from θ and
.
θ via ‘Ankle anatomy structure’.
2.1. Calf uscle Reflex Model and Parameter Calculation
In this paper, the following muscle reflex model is adopted:
a(t) = a0 + p(LCE(t− t0) − LCE0(t− t0)) + dVCE(t− t0) (1)
where p and d are, respectively, the gains for muscle spindle length change and the rate of the change
in length. LCE0 indicates the optimal fiber length. a0 denotes the initial activation level. LCE is the
current fiber length. VCE is the current rate of change of the fiber length, obtained from the first
differentiation of LCE–LCE0. t0 represents the combined time delay caused by neural transmission and
muscle electromechanical delays.
Recent research has demonstrated that the muscle spindle primar afferent in passive muscle fire
in direct relationship to muscle force-related variables [37]. We assume that there is no conflict between
Equation (1) and the force sensing function. The parameters p and d can be alternatively regarded as
stiffness and damping, and they connect force information with the deformation of the muscle fibers.
A detailed discussion can be found in Section 4.2.
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Based on the discovery noted in [38], the length of calf fibers increases linearly with the ankle
joint angle in the range of the experiment. Thus, LCE is simplified as:
LCE = clθ+ LCE0 (2)
where cl represents this linear relationship.
Substituting Equation (2) into Equation (1), the following equation is obtained:
a(t) = a0 + pclθ(t− t0) + dcl
.
θ(t− t0) = a0 + paθ(t− t0) + da
.
θ(t− t0) (3)
For simplicity and without loss of generality, pc and dc are, respectively, represented by pa and da in the
rest of this study.
It is appropriate to add an acceleration item in Equation (1), as acceleration has been proved to
be useful and important in the literature. However, the results are not significantly improved in our
experiment condition. A further discussion can be found in Section 4.1.
Data (a, θ and
.
θ) recorded from experiments are used to calculate pa and da. As high-level
command may be involved in the control process, it is uncertain what length of time interval is most
appropriate to be used. A time-increasing searching method, as illustrated in Figure 3, is proposed
to find a proper time interval. The start-point of the time interval is at the time point where angular
velocity begins to increase. The threshold of angular velocity is empirically set to be 0.01 rad/s.
The end-point moves from the start-point to the end-point, at which muscle activation returns to the
normal level with a time increment of 10 ms.
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Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the proposed time-increasing searching method. The reflex model is
applied to fit the muscle activation step by step to find a proper reflex-domain time interval.
pa and da are calculated by data (a, θ and
.
θ) recorded from experiments using a simple linear
regress algorithm. The input is X (X = [θ
.
θ 1]T) and the output is a. The parameter vector (w = [pa da
a0]) is calculated by (XTX)−1XTa. pa and da are calculated at each time increment. As a result, a set
of (pa, da) pairs is obtained. The Variance Accounted For (VAF) between the prediction and recorded
muscle activation levels is used to evaluate the proper time point as follows:
%VAF = 100(1− var(a− aˆ)
var(a)
)% (4)
where var and â stand for the variance and the prediction value, respectively. VAF is calculated
at each time increment. According to the meaning of stretch reflex, pa and da should be positive.
This physiological constraint is added to find appropriate values of pa and da.
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2.2. Muscle Activation Calculation
The muscle activation level (a) is obtained from raw sEMG signals and can be calculated by the
method recommended by Buchanan et al. [39]. The filters used in this paper are all 4th-order zero-lag
shift Butterworth filters having different types and cutoff frequencies. The raw sEMG signals are first
passed through a high-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 5 Hz to remove the DC offsets. Then,
they are rectified and passed through a low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 3 Hz. This process
is implemented to mimic the low-pass effect of muscle force generation characteristic and obtain a
smooth trend. For a further analysis of the low-pass cutoff frequency, the reader is referred to the
discussion section of this paper. The filtered signal denoted by e(t) is normalized using the maximum
voluntary contraction (MVC) test activation value. a(t) is then calculated as follows [39]:
u(t) = αe(t− d) − β1u(t− 1) − β2u(t− 2) (5)
a(t) = (eAu(t) − 1)/(eA − 1) (6)
Equation (5) represents the muscle activation dynamics. Equation (6) is used to de-linearize the results.
In this paper, parameters α, β1, β2 and A are set as 2.25, 1, 0.25 and −0.5, respectively. The effects of
different low cutoff frequencies are also tested in discussion section. The lower the low-pass cutoff
frequency is, the smoother the activation level will be. A smooth result can be more suitable for
engineering applications, although it may suffer from the deficiency that some valid signal may be
eliminated in clinic analysis.
2.3. Hill-Type-Based Muscular Model
Calf muscle is activated by activation stimulation and contracts to produce tension or muscle
force (FM). The ankle joint torque is predicted by the summation of tensions of the calf muscle tendon
units (MTUs). The Hill-type muscular model is implemented to calculate Fm. The conventional form
described in [22] is adopted. There are two main parts, namely, the passive serial element (SE) and
the contractile element (CE) parts. The SE part represents the elastic property of the muscle tendon.
The CE part is composed of a contractile element (CE) and a passive element (PE). PE represents the
muscle fiber passive force property. As a passive stiffness part is added in SE, PE is ignored in the
calculation. The muscle fore, FM, can be calculated as follows:
FM = f (a, l, v) = Fa = (FCE + FPE) cosθpFCE cosθp (7)
FCE = Fmaxa(u) · fl · fv
fl = exp
(
−0.5
((
LCE/LCE0 − 1.05
)
/0.19
)2)
fv = 0.1433
(
0.1074 + exp
(
−1.3sinh
(
2.8 VCEVCE0
+ 1.64
)))−1
θ(t) = arcsin(
LCE0 sinθp0
L )
(8)
where FPE and FCE are the passive and active force generated by muscle fiber, respectively. Fmax is the
maximum muscle fiber force exerted at the optimal fiber length LCE0. VCE0 is the maximum rate of
change of the muscle fiber length. θp and θp0 are, respectively, current and initial pennation angles.
The equation for calculating θp is derived based on the assumption that the thickness and the volume
of the muscle are constant. Due to the small change of ankle joint angle in this study, θp can be
regarded as a constant. The initial parameter values of Fmax, LCE0, VCE0 and θp0 are based on those
reported in [40]. Prior to using these parameters, they are scaled by the weight and height of the
subject. In this study, it is assumed that that the fiber length is located at its optimum during quiet
standing. Based on the assumption mentioned here, Fm is the maximum value at the same muscle
activation level. Under such a condition, the human metabolic energy consumption can be minimized
in order to maintain upright balance [41]. This means that the initial value of LCE is assumed to be
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the optimal length LCE0 in the calibration. Moment arm (r) is gained from a general model depicted
in [40] and linearly scaled by the subject’s height. As the ankle joint angle changes within a small
range, r is set to be a constant value. The Covariance Matrix Adaptation–Evolution Strategy (CMA-ES)
optimization method adopted in [42] is implemented to find the proper parameters of the muscular
model. The measured ankle joint torque, τankle, is calculated by the data recorded from a force plate as
follows:
τankle = Fz · (dCOP + dankle) = Fz · (
√
xCOP2 + yCOP2 + dankle) (9)
where dCOP is the distance between GRF point and ankle joint ground projection point. xCOP and yCOP
are calculated from force plate data as follows:
xCOP = −
My + Zo f f × Fx
Fz
(10)
yCOP =
Mx −Zo f f × Fy
Fz
(11)
where Fx, Fy, Fz, Mx, My, Mz are forces and moments in the x, y and z directions, respectively. Zoff is
the height of the force plate sensor and is provided by the manufacturer. dankle is the distance in the
ground projection between the original point of the coordinate on the force plate and the center of the
ankle joint of the subject.
2.4. Experimental Setup and Data Process
Five subjects participated in the experiment (all male, aged 27 ± 2.64 years, weight 61.7 ± 7.4 kg,
height 1.70 ± 0.58 m). Written informed consent was given, and the study was approved by the ethics
committee of Wuhan University of Technology. The subjects were instructed to maintain upright
standing on a force plate. The two feet were slightly separated, within the shoulder width, at about
20 cm apart. Disturbances were exerted on their backs in the form of pushing by another participant.
A trigger button that was connected to data collection device (NI-DAQmx, National Instrument, Austin,
TX, USA) to record the pushing time was attached to the participants’ backs. The pushing time was
arbitrarily selected by the pusher, but with a minimum of 6 seconds break in between. The push
was restricted to within 0.5 s to avoid large a disturbance evoking other strategies. After three trials,
there was a 10-min break. Every subject repeated the experiment twice. Subjects practiced several
times to gain familiarity with the experimental protocol.
An inertial measurement unit (IMU) sensor (MTI-300-2A5G4, Xsens Technologies B.V., Enschede,
NED) was attached to the shank to record the ankle joint kinematics data (i.e., joint angle, angular
velocity and linear acceleration, with a sampling frequency of 300 Hz). A force plate (AMTI BP400600,
Advanced Mechanical Technology, Inc., Denver, CO, USA) with a sampling frequency of 1000 Hz
was used to record ground reaction forces (GRFs) and calculate COP positions. The NI-DAQmx was
used to record the six-channel analog outputs of the force plate. As the pushing trigger signal was
also recorded by NI-DAQmx, the pushing time and force plate data were recoded synchronously.
sEMG data were recorded from three muscles, namely, tibialis anterior (TA), gastrocnemius (GAS)
and soleus (SOL) with a commercial apparatus (DataLog MWX8, Biometrics, Ladysmith, VA, USA).
TA sEMG signals were recorded as references. The sEMG electrode attachment procedure followed
the instructions from SENIAM. The sampling frequency of the sEMG was 1000 Hz, with differential
amplification (gain: 1000) and common mode rejection (104 dB). Maximum voluntary contraction
(MVC) tests were performed before the experiment, and used for sEMG signal normalization. Custom
software was developed with VS 2010 (Visual Studio 2010, Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA,
USA) to the fulfill data collection operations. A laptop was sufficient to run the software in real-time.
The experimental setup is shown in Figure 4.
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l sis f variance (ANOVA) was performed to test the differenc in VAF among different time
points. T-test was used to examine differences in refl x gains among subjects and VAF of reflex model
prediction results with and without accelerati n gains.
2.5. Data Synchronization
In this paper, three apparatuses were used, and 10 channels of data were recorded. Because some
of these apparatuses provided no hardware synchronization interface, a two-step data synchronization
method was developed.
In the first step, the recording command was sent to the apparatuses simultaneously by the host
computer. There was a 5 s waiting period to ensure that all of the apparatuses had started up. The data
received by the host computer were labeled with global timestamps. There were still inevitable time
delays resulting from hardware differences in command receipt and data sending among the different
apparatuses. This kind of time delay could be tens of milliseconds, which influences the results and
the corresponding explanation. Therefore, in the second step, a cross-correlation (CC) method was
implemented to further modify the timestamps.
The CC function can be described as:
Rxy(τ) =
1
T
∫
x(t)y(t + tlag)dt√
Rxx(0)Ryy(0)
(12)
Rxy is the C coefficient and tlag represent the tim shift between x and y. Rxy is at its maximum
when x(t) and y(t + tlag) are maximally related. The tlag at th t maximum point is the time delay.
Timestamps are modified by the corresponding tlag.
l ti l s ir it,
s tl
lag f i ca se l i ti
in the experiment, leg linear acceleration changes w re caused instantaneously by the chang
in kle joint torque. Muscle activation data timestamps (the same with t sEMG timestamps) were
adju ed by th tlag of muscle activ ti n and torque data. According to the results of he cu rently
existing research [32], in order to represent th electromechanical delays, the time from the onset of
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EMG activity and ankle joint torque variations, a 20 ms time lag is manually added to torque, angular
acceleration, angular velocity and angle data.
3. Experimental Results
3.1. Push-Recovery Movement
The experimental results for subject A are shown in Figure 5. The interval is 4 s, starting from
500 ms before perturbation. As soon as the disturbance is exerted on the back of the subject, the ankle
joint angular velocity increases quickly in the negative direction, and the body of the subject leans
forward. Ankle joint torque increases slightly. About 100–150 ms later, ankle joint torque increases
sharply and stops the increasing trend of angular velocity. About 500 ms after the disturbance is
exerted, the ankle joint torque reaches its maximum. There is a plateau-like part lasting for about
1 s after the ankle joint torque reaches its maximum. Ankle joint torque changes slowly in this part
and behaves like a parabolic trajectory. Then, ankle joint torque decreases to the quiet standing level,
followed by a small circular peak-to-peak up-and-down change in amplitude. This period lasts for
about 2 s. For each trial, the absolute peak backward velocity is about 2.7 times (2.7 ± 0.8) smaller than
the leaning forward velocity. It takes about 500 ms to stop the leaning forward trend and takes another
2500 ms to pull the body back to the equilibrium posture.
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3.2. Muscle Activation
SOL and GAS contract to generate positive ankle joint torque. The activation of SOL and GAS last
for about 1.5 s. TA becomes inactive (around 0.005, as shown in Figure 5f) when SOL and GAS are
activated. TA is re-activated when activations of SOL and GAS are below 2 to 3%. This phenomenon is
the so-called reciprocal inhibition. The stretch of the extensor muscles inhibits the activity of flexor
motor neurons, and vice versa. When TA is re-activated, the ankle joint angle is still located within the
lean forward range (above 0.02 rad from 2 to 3 s). We assume that the behavior of this part is controlled
by the high-level nervous system interference.
This alternate-active phenomenon appears in all five subjects. We separate the push-recovery
process into two parts: the calf control part, in which SOL and GAS are active, and the TA control part,
in which TA is active. The activation ratios between SOL and GAS of the five subjects in calf control
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part are shown in Figure 6. For subject A, the ratio increases. For subjects B and C, the ratio varies
around a constant level. For subject D, the ratio is like a ‘valley’. For subject E, the ratio decreases.
Given that SOL is the uniarticular muscle and GAS is the biarticular muscle, it seems that different
movement manners are adopted among subjects. However, the ratios are greater than 1, which means
that the muscle activation level of SOL is larger than that of GAS. The maximum muscle force of SOL
is larger than GAS. SOL contributes more to torque production during this period. The purpose of the
calf control part seems to be to stop the leaning forward trend in the trunk quickly and to produce a
gross pull-back torque. As the body leans forward, the calf muscles are likely to be stretched. The reflex
control model described in Equation (3) is applied in this part to predict the calf muscle activations.
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Figure 6. Activation ratio of SOL to GAS in calf control part. Red line is the mean value. Gray area is
the standard deviation (SD). Subgraph (A) to (E) represents the results of subject A to E, respectively.
In the TA control parts, the activation level of TA varies from 2 to 10%. The calf muscles and TA
are co-contracted. Co-contraction of antagonistic muscles can increase joint stiffness while keeping
the same torque level [43]. Thus, joint stability increases. It is helpful to increase joint stiffness to
prevent CoM moving to the “joint-heel” side. As the supporting area of the human foot from the
ankle joint to the heel is smaller than that from the ankle joint to the toe, there is less room left in the
“joint-heel” part to adjust CoP (or ankle joint torque) to counteract gravity while maintaining ankle
strategy. No significant ankle joint angle overshoot (below 0.02 rad) can be observed in the experiment
(as shown in Figure 5a). The purpose of the TA control part seems to be to smoothly adjust body
movement to stop at an upright posture, preventing too much overshoot in the opposite direction.
3.3. Evaluation of Reflex Control Model
The VAF values of all five subjects vary with the change of time-increasing point, as displayed
in Figure 7. The overall tendency can be broken into three parts. In the first part (from before 450 to
1000 ms), the values of VAF are above 90%. At the end of this part, values of VAF decrease. In the
second part (from 500 ms to 1200 ms), the VAF values are within the range from 70% to 90%. In the
third part (after 1200 ms), the values of F decrease continuously as the time increases.
A one-way ANOVA test was performed on the three parts. The VAF values were collected from
the six trials. As time points were different among trials, the following rule was used: the first part is
collected from 200 ms before the time point at which angular velocity changes the direction; the second
part is collected from 200 ms after the angular velocity direction change; the third part is collected
from 200 ms before the end. Each part collects 20 points of VAF values for each trial. The results are
depicted in Figure 8. For all five subjects, since p values are smaller than 0.01, it can be inferred that
the aforementioned three parts are significantly different. Given the root mean square error (RMSE)
between prediction and measured activations, the changing trend between the three parts shows that
the reflex model fits the change in the first 450 to 1000 ms of calf muscle activation level well (RMSE
around 0.03), as well as obtaining a fair result over a longer time period (RMSE from 0.03 to 0.08)
and an unpromising result for the overall period (RMSE above 0.10). These experimental results may
Appl. Sci. 2019, 9, 2085 11 of 22
indicate that reflex dominates the first 400 to 1000 ms, while more complicated control mechanisms
may be involved as time increases.
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Figure 8. Boxplot of the three parts from five subjects. All the p values (ANOVA) are much smaller
than 0.01.
The variations of pa and a of subject in one trial are s o n in Figure 9. t the early stage of
this trial, values of pa and da change rapidly at first, nd subsequently remain stable when a sufficient
amount of recorded data is applied. On the other hand, VAF decreases with the increase of time or the
amount of recorded data (as shown in Figure 6). There is a tradeoff between VAF and stable reflex
parameters. The ti e point at which VAF is above 90% and the reflex parameters are within a stable
range is selected. In this paper, the period from the beginning of muscle activation to the selected
time point is called the forepart of muscle activation. For four of the subjects, the time point is close
to the time point at which the direction of joint angular velocity changes. For the left one, it is about
200–300 ms ahead of direction change. If we assume that calf muscle fiber length changes with the
variation of ankle joint angle, this result will be consistent with the mechanism of stretch reflex. Muscle
spindle senses the stretch motion of muscle fibers. When ankle joint angular velocity changing its
direction or muscle fibers starting contract on, the spindle is not nder a stretch condition, and the
stretc reflex model is no longer suitable.
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reflex control model fitting results of forepart of subject A are shown in Figure 10, where th
blue, red an yellow ines, respectively, are the r corded muscle activations, the prediction results
with gains calculated from each trial, and the prediction results u ing the mean values of the gains.
The VAF values of SOL and GAS between the red lines and the blue lines are 94.8 ± 1.3% and 95.7 ±
1.8%, respectively. Between he yellow lines and the blue lines, they are 88.2 ± 6.1% and 90.4 ± 7.5%,
respectively. The RMSEs of OL and GAS between the r d lin s and the blue lines ar 0.03 ± 0.02 and
. 07 ± 0. 4, respectively. Between the y llow and blue lines, they are 0.09 ± 0. 3 and 0.024 ± 0.008,
respectiv ly. The p valu s for th one-way ANOVA test of th VAFs between the r d lin s and the
yellow lin s are 0.033 for SOL and 0.082 for GAS. In terms of the RMSEs, the p values are 0.019 and
. 035 for SOL and GAS, respectively. Considering a significance level of 0.01, there are no signific nt
differe ces between the red lines and yellow lines, except for the RMSEs of GAS.
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Compared with da, the values of pa do not change much. It seems that the da value is more sensitive to
the disturbance.
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Table 1. SOL and GAS reflex gains of subject A of six trials.
1 2 3 4 5 6
pa of SOL 6.20 6.12 5.34 6.90 6.85 6.82
da of SOL 0.91 0.50 1.02 0.19 0.24 0.29
VAF 1 of SOL 0.94/0.96 0.92/0.93 0.78/0.95 0.91/0.95 0.83/0.95 0.88/0.92
RMSE 2 of SOL 0.03/0.02 0.11/0.06 0.13/0.04 0.08/0.01 0.10/0.05 0.09/0.05
pa of GAS 0.84 1.06 0.85 1.31 1.08 1.31
da of GAS 0.28 0.03 0.14 0.05 0.11 0.07
VAF of GAS 0.77/0.94 0.94/0.96 0.88/0.93 0.97/0.97 0.96/0.97 0.90/0.95
RMSE of GAS 0.02/0.005 0.04/0.01 0.03/0.01 0.01/0.002 0.02/0.01 0.02/0.01
1 The value of VAF is listed as (VAF of mean gains prediction)/(VAF of individual calculated gains prediction).
2 The value of RMSE is listed in the same way as VAF.
Table 2 shows the mean reflex gains and prediction results for the remaining four subjects. It can
be easily observed from Table 2 that, in comparison to the individual calculation results, the values of
VAF based on mean gains prediction decreases. The minimum decrease value is 2.0%, in the prediction
of the GAS activation of subject B, while the maximum value is 6.6%, in the prediction of the SOL
activation of subject A. However, it is important to note that, despite showing a decreasing tendency in
the values of VAF, they are still at a relatively high level (above 85%), which shows the potential of the
mean value in real-time implementation. Differences in reflex gains among the subjects are listed in
Table 3 (repeated two-sample t-test, 0.05 significance level). From this table, one can see that, on the
one hand, the difference of pa among subjects B, C and D is not significant, while on the other hand,
the difference of da among subjects A, C and D is also not significant.
Table 2. The forepart mean reflex gains for all five subjects.
A B C D E
pa of SOL 6.37 ± 0.61 2.43 ± 0.37 3.59 ± 0.81 2.44 ± 0.51 14.51 ± 3.70
da of SOL 0.52 ± 0.36 1.92 ± 0.52 0.28 ± 0.14 0.36 ± 0.28 0.81 ± 0.63
VAF 1 88.2/94.8 89.0/91.6 88.2/90.4 89.4/94.2 90.4/92.2
pa of GAS 1.08 ± 0.21 1.90 ± 0.70 4.06 ± 1.01 4.65 ± 1.30 8.36 ± 2.78
da of GAS 0.11 ± 0.09 0.20 ± 0.08 0.31 ± 0.18 1.09 ± 0.49 0.66 ± 0.34
VAF 90.4/95.7 90.3/92.3 87.2/91.3 88.3/92.1 87.3/91.5
1 The value of VAF is listed as (VAF of mean gains prediction)/(VAF of individual calculated gains prediction).
Table 3. t-test p values of gains among subjects.
B C D E
A 0.001, 0.002 1 0.018, 0.865 0.001, 0.561 0.038, 0.265
B 0.094, 0.002 0.955, 0.005 0.008, 0.131
C 0.109, 0.630 0.014, 0.279
D 0.009, 0.368
1 The two p values are for pa and da, respectively.
Equation (1) is implemented to evaluate the rest of the muscle activation level. That is to say,
the starting point is the end time point of the forepart, and the ending point is the time point at which
muscle activation level returns to its quiet level. The fitting results for subject A are shown in Figure 11,
in which the lines with different colors have the same meanings as those shown in Figure 10. The VAF
values of SOL and GAS between the red lines and the blue lines are 90.4 ± 8.1% and 93.0 ± 7.5%,
respectively. Between the yellow lines and the blue lines, they are, respectively, 64.9 ± 12.9% and 67.5 ±
20.9%. RMSEs of SOL and GAS between the red lines and the blue lines are 0.05 ± 0.02 and 0.01 ± 0.005,
respectively. Between the yellow and the blue lines, they are 0.17 ± 0.09 and 0.041 ± 0.020, respectively.
The p values of the one-way ANOVA test of the VAFs between the red lines and the yellow lines are
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0.0021 for SOL and 0.009 for GAS. For RMSE, they are 0.0035 and 0.0017, respectively. Compared with
the forepart, the fitting results with individual gains and mean gains are significantly different at a
significance level of 0.01 with respect to VAF and RMSE. Mean pa and da values of the rest part for the
five subjects are listed in Table 4. Mean pa values for the rest part significantly differ from those of the
forepart for subject A, B, D and E at a significance level of 0.05 with respect to SOL. With the exception
of Subject D, the other four subjects likely adopt different da values to control SOL. Mean pa values of
GAS are different for subjects B and D, and mean da values of GAS are different for subjects A and C
(significance level 0.05). Compared to the results of fitting muscle activation from the forepart start
point, VAF values increased (p < 0.01) when only fitting the rest part. Fitting results by mean gains are
significantly decreased compared with individual gains, apart from subjects C (SOL) and E.
The results noted above show the feasibility of the model described by Equation (1) for the rest of
the muscle activation level with different gains. Mean gains are not acceptable for fitting the muscle
activation of the rest part for most of the subjects.
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Figure 11. Reflex model prediction results for the rest part of subject A over the six trials. The blue lines
are the muscle activation calculated from the measured sEMG signals. The red lines are the prediction
results using individually calibrated reflex gains. The yellow lines are the prediction results using
mean reflex gains.
Table 4. The rest part mean reflex gains for all five subjects.
A B C D E
pa of SOL 1 16.84 ± 7.51(<0.01) 8.88 ± 9.356(<0.01) 3.75 ± 1.02(0.826) 2.00 ± 1.07(0.03) 9.61 ± 4.70(0.03)
pd of SOL −1.13 ± 3.71(<0.01) 0.70 ± 0.82(0.031) 0.73 ± 0.60(0.017) 0.56 ± 0.43(0.17) 0.93 ± 1.06(0.03)
VAF 64.9/90.4(<0.01) 67.0/77.0(<0.01) 77.6/88.1(0.185) 59.3/83.2(<0.01) 73.7/88.7(0.23)
pa of GAS 2.97 ± 1.79(0.108) 0.67 ± 0.52(0.021) 6.46 ± 1.94(0.087) 1.88 ± 1.05(<0.01) 6.11 ± 2.50(0.397)
pd of GAS −0.13 ± 0.98(<0.0 ) 0.18 ± 0.09(0.428) 0.33 ± 0.30( .029) 1.11 ± 1.40(0.43) 0.35 ± 0.48(0.09)
VAF 67.5/93.0(<0.01) 76.9/82.7(0.027) 90.0/95.3(0.045) 60.1/80.1(<0.01) 79.3/86.4(0.47)
1 The value with the form of mean ± SD (p value, compared with forepart value).
3.4. Ankle Joint Torque Prediction Results
The muscular model-based ankle torque prediction results are shown in Figure 12. In this figure,
the prediction results and the torque recorded by the force plate are distinguished by red and blue
lines, respectively. According to the data comprising this figure, it can be seen that the values of RMSE
and VAF are, respectively, 4.9 Nm and 0.86. The calibrated parameters for the different muscles of
subject B are given in Table 5. It is noticeable from this table that, although there is no guarantee that
each parameter is correct with the proposed optimal method, the multiplication of these parameters is
relatively accurate.
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Table 5. Musculoskeletal model parameters of subject B.
Muscle FMAX (N) θp (◦) LCE0 (cm) VCE0 (cm/s)
SOL 4572.3 28.3 4.78 50
GAS 2225.7 12 5.78 60
TA 1 1148.9 9.6 6.04 60
1 The parameters of TA are listed here, because to obtain accurate ankle joint torque, the contribution of TA is needed.
The correlation coefficient between muscle activations and ankle joint torque is greater than 0.95.
This implies that muscle activations and torque are highly linear with each other. Also, this can be
further demonstrated by noting that fl and fv in Equation (8) are almost constant (LCE << LCE0, VCE <<
VCE0). Thus, Equation (8) can be simplified as follows:
τ =
∑
i
ciai (13)
where i represents different muscles. ci can be obtained by regression algorithm.
In Figure 12, the prediction result is depicted as an orange line. Based on the data comprising
the prediction result in this figure, it can be seen that the values of RMSE and VAF for the prediction
results are 4.0 Nm and 0.88, respectively. These results indicate that a relatively high accuracy ankle
joint torque can be obtained under the condition of ‘ankle strategy’ push-recovery movement by using
the muscle activation level.
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4. Discussion
The high VAF values and low RMSE of the fitting results indicate that muscle reflex control may
greatly dominate the forepart of upright standing push-recovery. The same formula is still workable for
fitting the rest muscle activation part of the motion with different gains. The two-piecewise behavior
revealed by the experimental results shows that different gains should be implemented in order to fulfill
upright standing push-recovery motion. As a non-invasive way of exploring the internal neural control
mechanism involved in push-recovery movement, the proposed method is feasible for calculating calf
muscle reflex gains.
4.1. Comparison with Currently Existing Studies
Muscle stretch reflex is often expressed in a PD-like form. It is rational to use proportional and
derivative components to predict muscle activation levels, as muscle spindle is sensitive to change in
muscle fiber length and rate of change. The reflex model used in this paper is similar to that described
in [32], in which the muscle activation was predicted by PD algorithm during quiet standing. Since the
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inputs of the model shown in [32] are the position and velocity of CoM, this model reflects the reaction
of CNS to the body’s global state. Nevertheless, there is still a strong necessity to reveal the joint-level
local response to the disturbance or the external environment, especially in the case of controlling
a joint-level exoskeleton device and prostheses. The experimental results of this paper evaluate
the possibility of using local ankle joint kinematics information to predict calf muscle activation.
Local reflex control can release the burden from a higher-level controller, such as the human brain or a
robot central controller. Moreover, the situation in [32] can be regarded as quasi-static, whereas the
situation in this paper is dynamic. Our results imply that the stretch reflex control model is suitable, at
least in the forepart of upright standing push-recovery movement.
As acceleration has been suggested to be an important part of muscle activation prediction [27],
this study validates the effect of adding an acceleration item into Equation (1) with the same data
used in Section 3.3 for the prediction result. To this end, a one-way ANOVA is performed in this
study. The results are shown in Figure 13. For all five subjects, the differences between the prediction
results in the cases including the acceleration item and those without are insignificant (at a significance
level of 0.01). This indicates that the acceleration item may not dominate the forepart of ankle joint
torque control under our experimental conditions. The feedback delay between the ankle joint and the
vestibular system may be the longest, as the ankle joint is the most distal joint to the vestibular system.
This long delay will cause disadvantages in local ankle joint control. Moreover, the experimental study
conducted in [27] is based on a cat, whose height differs greatly from that of humans, which may result
in acceleration having greater affects than those found in our study.
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Figure 13. x l t of prediction results with and without acceleration. Column (A) to (E) represents
the results of subject A to E, respectively. The p values of the first row are 0.041, 0.601, 0.922, 0.153 and
0.790, respectively. The p values of the second row are 0.164, 0.638, 0.958, 0.160 and 0.872, respectively.
4.2. The Role of Ankle Joint Reflex Control
Based on the results shown in Section 3.4, the muscle activation and the ankle joint torque are
relatively linear with each other. Calf muscles work in an isometric-like manner. Substituting Equation
(2) into Equation (13), a linearized muscle reflex force controller can be yielded as follows:
τ =
∑
i
ci(ai0 + p
i
aθ(t− t0) + dia
.
θ(t− t0)) (14)
where cpa and cda are in Nm/rad and Nm/rad/s, and have equal units of stiffness and damping,
respectively. Based on the model denoted by Equation (14), it can be concluded that muscle reflex
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seems to try to control the MTUs of the ankle joint to achieve a spring-damper-like behavior. A limited
disturbance will eventually vanish in such a system.
There are two components in the concept of ankle joint impedance, that is, intrinsic and reflex
components [44]. The intrinsic component arises from the musculoskeletal system tissues’ mechanical
properties and the muscle fiber’s tonic contraction. The reflex component originates from muscle
activation due to sensory responses to stretch. As reported in [45], the reflex component accounts for
10% of the required impedance to remaining upright in a quiet standing posture (compared with mgh).
However, our experimental results show that the reflex component accounts for more than 10% of the
required impedance to complete the push-recovery motion, which indicates that the reflex component
plays a more important role in maintaining balance in a dynamic situation than in a static situation.
The contribution of the damper component, namely, the component evoked by velocity,
is significant. The ratio between fiber length and velocity contributions is depicted in Figure 14.
The velocity component accounts for more than 60% in the first 300 to 500 ms in subjects C, D and E.
For the other two subjects, the velocity parts account for 20 to 80% in the first 500 ms. According to [9],
angular velocity is assumed to be a factor that effects reflex gains under the circumstances of upright
standing ankle strategy. In the early phase of push-recovery, the velocity part leads to increasingly
rapid muscle activation and assists in inhibiting the trend of leaning forward. According to the results
obtained in this study, the damper component is of great significance in the forepart of push-recovery.
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4.3. Implementation of the Proposed Method
It is desirable to calculate the reflex gain in real time (maybe in 1-10 ms). As sEMG and kinematic
signals are very sensitive to noise, the gains calculated from short-range data are useless. Figure 15
shows the prediction results with gains calculated from different lengths of data. The gains calculated
using a data set 400–700 ms long are feasible for representing the reflex. However, a 400 ms time
interval is too long for controlling a robotic device. Fortunately, the gains are within a limited range.
An average value is beneficial to fitting muscle activation with a 1–2% decrease in VAF, which provides
a feasible iterative approach to problems in controlling robotic device. The reflex gains can be calculated
beforehand and used as initial control gains. As demonstrated in Figure 16, by comparing the current
reflex gains and the initial gains, a modification can be applied based on a step-by-step manner using
some intelligent methods.
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Figure 15. Muscle activation prediction results using different reflex gains. The gains are calculated
from different lengths of data. The dotted line is the measured muscle activation. The results show that
the prediction results are not acceptable if the length of the data is too short.
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4.4. Selection of sEMG Low-Pass Cutoff Frequency
The low-pass cutoff frequency is one factor that affects the sEMG processing results. The low-pass
filter is used to acquire a smooth muscle activation envelope [39]. It has been demonstrated that
applying a low-pass filter is highly convenient in the study of muscle force and limb motion prediction,
as the muscle behaves like a low-pass filter [46]. Thus far, even though the low-pass filter has been
extensively investigated, no standard results have been reported to act as guidelines for how to set
or obtain appropriate values. Values from 1 to 10 Hz in 1 Hz increments are tested in this study.
Figure 17 shows the comparison among the different cutoff frequencies for subject A. As the cutoff
frequency drops, the evelope becomes smoother. Clear fluctuations can be found by using a 10 Hz
cutoff frequency. Almost no fluctuation could be observed below 3 Hz. The envelope turns into a
smooth line with a cutoff frequency of 1 Hz.
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It is convenient to obtain a smooth value in engineering applications. o ever, too uch
infor ation loss also has profound influences on the results. Table 6 summarizes the reflex gains and
VAF values of muscle activation prediction under different cutoff frequencies. From this table, one can
observe that pa and VAF values increase, whereas da value first increases (until 3 Hz) and then decreases
in the case where the cutoff frequency decreases. We assume that the fluctuation influences the reflex
gain calculation and model prediction results seriously in the 10 Hz case. In this case, the reflex gains
are inaccurate, and the VAF value is low. With the smoothing of fluctuation, its influence on the reflex
gains and VAF decreases. This improvement for da stops when the cutoff frequency is lower than 3 Hz.
In the 1 Hz case, the da value decreases to about 40% compared with the 3 Hz case, and in some cases,
the value becomes negative, which means that the physiological eaning has been lost. The increase
of pa value may be explained by the amplitude (or the muscle activation level) increasing with the
decreasing of the cutoff frequency (except the 1 Hz case). The maximum muscle activation amplitude
and the pa values increase by 24% (0.55 in 10 Hz and 0.68 in 3 Hz) and 30%, respectively. pa value
remains almost unchanged when cutoff frequency is lower than 3 Hz. This result indicates that the da
component dominates the 3–5 Hz range and the p component dominates the lower frequencies.
Table 6. Variation in reflex gains and reflex prediction VAF values of subject B with different low-pass
cutoff frequencies.
10Hz 7Hz 6Hz 5Hz 4Hz 3Hz 2Hz 1Hz
pa 4.06 4.35 4.48 4.66 4.93 5.35 5.84 5.33
da 0.38 0.42 0.44 0.46 0.48 0.48 0.39 0.19
VAF 0.74 0.84 0.86 0.88 0.91 0.95 0.98 0.98
5. Conclusions
Reflex control is evaluated on calf muscles during upright standing push-recovery using the
ankle joint strategy in this paper. A time-increasing search method, in which the reflex gains can
be obtained through a simple regression algorithm, is proposed to test the feasibility of the reflex
model for fitting real uscle activations. The experimental results show that the reflex model is
able to well fit the forepart and rest part of calf muscle activation with different gains. Under the
reflex control mechanism, the ankle joint forms a spring-damping-like system to resist external
disturbance. This simple and effective control mechanism causes the ankle joint dynamic properties
to become suitable for environmental interaction. This study also investigates the human internal
control echanism underlying the push-recovery movement. The two-piecewise results indicate that
controlling ankle joint robotic devices with constant gains may be insufficient to assist the human
upright standing push-recovery motion. The obtained results will be applied in the control of an
exoskeleton device to assist human upright standing balance in the near future.
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